
 

 

SCIENCE FESTIVAL FAMILY GUIDE: ALKA ROCKETS  
       Instructions: 

Both: Put on your safety glasses 

Adult: Measure and mark a line no more 
than ½ inch on the film canister.  
Student: Pour approximately ½ inch of 
water into the film canister.  
Working Together: Break the effervescent 
antacid tablet in half, put one half of the 

tablet into the film cannister. quickly put the 
lid on the cannister, make sure the seal is 
tight. 

 
Student: Shake the canister vigorously, 
turn it upside-down and place it on a flat 
surface or on the ground (on its lid).  

 
Both: Step back a few feet! Wait and watch 
the film canister rocket launch.

Questions for after: 
K-2nd: 
-Can you describe what you saw happen? 
-What do you think made the rocket ‘llift-off’?  
 
3rd- 5th: 

-What made the canister fly off the lid? 
-What was the solid, liquid and gas in the reaction? 
-What other reactions cause things to fly or ‘lift-off’ ? 
 

 
 

How it Works: 
We are combining a solid (antacid) a liquid (water) and observing how those mix together and 
produce a gas (carbon dioxide). The gas pressure builds up in the film canister until the gas 
pressure builds up enough to blow the canister apart from the lid, this is how the rocket gets 
launched in the air. Antacid tablets like Alka-Seltzer are made up of citric acid and sodium 
bicarbonate that react to form carbon dioxide when dissolved in water. 
 
Vocabulary: 
Chemical reaction: What happens when two substances combine to make 
something new. 
Phase change: When enough energy is added or taken away from an object that it 
moves from a solid, liquid, gas phase to another phase.  
Pressure: The amount of force applied on an object. 
 
Real World Application:  
Real rockets use the same concept. In a real rocket engine, hot gas is produced by the burning 
of liquid fuel. The gas is accelerated to the rear of the rocket. This produces a thrusting force, 
which makes the rocket “lift off.”  Understanding how different substances react with each other 
and change phase is very important for chemists, doctors and engineers.
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